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ABSTRACT

This numerical model has been designed to study the flow of carbon and nitrogen in a mangrove

forest at Gazi Bay, Kenya. Mangrove ecosystems, characterized by individual kind of trees

belonging to some twelve genera in eight different families, occur in fringing sheltered tropical

shores. They have important ecological and economic roles. These ecosystems are therefore

scientifically interesting in so far as understanding the cycles and flows of matter is concerned.

Several processes and storages of matter considered vital in the functioning of the ecosystem

have been reviewed to help in the abstraction of the model and analysis. A numerical model

represents the functioning of the ecosystem but is always limited due to the complexicity of the

system and lack of information on processes. A review of modelling work concerned with coastal

ecosystems reveals that modelling is not only a means of summarizing data from field studies,

but that it can also be an integrated part of research effort useful in formulating research

hypotheses and drawing up management options. The objectives of the Gazi model are similar

in this respect.

The abstraction of the system is presented as a box and arrow diagram showing storages and

flows of matter. Changes in each of the state variables are function of some input and output

processes and are represented in the model equations as ordinary differential equations. The

processes are variously formulated using published ecosystem models, field data and personal

effort. For ease of conceptualization the modelling exercise has been handled in seemingly

related units called submodels. The majority of the rate coefficients were estimated from field and

literature values whereas a few others were chosen arbitrarily. Computer simulation of the system

was done in an IBM compatible PC using a simulation package. A sensitivity analysis was carried
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out to investigate the sensitivity of the model to changes in input and parameter values.

The favorable comparison between model output and information available points to the relative

accuracy of the model. The results show that the nutrient contribution of the mangrove ecosystem

to the contiguous zones is negative. The system exports carbon largely consisting of detritus poor

in nitrogen. The flow of nitrogen through bacteria accounts for 72% of the total system nitrogen

throughflow (n<;lt inclUding the import of nitrogen into the system). Mangrove trees can be

harvested by adopting a cycle of management.

The mangrove ecosystem is critically dependent on incoming nitrogen. Of the dynamics of the

inorganic nitrogen, N2-fixation and denitrification have little impact on the system. Most of the

parameters and inputs are not certain but appear to be very important in the dynamics of the

system. Response of detritivores to changes in the system suggests the need for more control

mechanisms in the model.

There are limitations to the model prediction especially with regard to changes in the system. The

mangrove ecosystem strongly consumes nitrogen and compensates for this by using inorganic

nitrogen in the tidal water and possibly from sheetflow and underground seepage. The grazing

habits of detritivores is uncertain and more information is needed. The manner in which different

ways of mangrove harvesting may affect the regeneration of forest requires a model taking into

'consideration all factors related to harvesting.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 General Introduction

This dissertation is concerned with dynamics of matter in the mangrove forest of Gazi, Kenya.

The work is part of the ongoing research activities sponsored by the EEC project MDynamics and

Assessment of Kenyan Mangrove EcosystemsM(CEC project nr TS 2-0240-C (GDF».

The term "mangrove" has two different meanings (Lugo and Snedaker, 1914). First, it is used to

include both shrubs and trees (Coppejans, unpub.) fringing sheltered tropical shores. Davis

(1940b) described "mangrove" as a general term applied to plants which live in mUddy, loose, wet

soils in tropical tide waters. According to Macnae (1968), mangroves are trees or shrubs that

grow between the high water mark of spring tides and a level close to but above mean sea level.

Second, it refers to individual kind of trees belonging to some twelve genera in eight different

families as distinguished by Waisel (1972). In the subsequent discussion Mmangrove" is referred

to in the context of the second concept.

Mangrove forest is a marine ecosystem occurring in the intertidal and shallow subtidal zones of

the tropics and subtropics. Walsh ( ??) qouted five factors that can determine the occurrence of

mangroves: tropical temperatures (West, 1956; van Steenis, 1962): fine-grained alluvium

(Schuster, 1952; West, 1956; Haden-Guest et aI., 1956, Macnae and Kalk, 1962; Macnae, 1968);

.hores free of strong wave and tidal action (young, 1930; Cockayne, 1958); Salt water (Bowman,

911; Warming and Vahl, 1925; Rosevear, 1941; Egler, 1948; Daiber:, 1960) and large tidal range

=oxworthy, 1910, West, 1956; Chapman and Trevarthen, 1953; Davies, 1940).
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The ecological role of mangrove forests has raised wide interest throughout most parts of the

world where these ecosystems occur. Curtiss (1888) postulated broad ecological roles for

mangroves, particularly in "building islands" and "extending shorelines". Heald (1969) and Odum

(1969) documented the dependence of south Florida's sport and commercial fisheries on the net

production of red mangroves via a detrital energy flow pathway. Odum (1971) studied the use of

mangrove detritus as food by many animal species and concluded that vascular plant detritus

which originated from A. mangle leaves was the main source of food for the aquatic animal

community. Most ecologists recognize mangroves as major producers of detritus that will

contribute to offshore productivity (Snedaker and Lugo, 1973; Heald, 1971; Golley et at, 1962;

Carter et aI., 1973). Heald (1971), working in the Everglades Park area in Florida. estimated that

on the average 40% of detrital material present in suspension in estuarine waters were of

mangrove origin, and mangrove debris was the largest component of estuarine detrital materials

throughout the year. Carter et al (1973) estimated that as much as 80%, of the total energy

bUdget of the bays is supported by exports from mangrove forests. Lugo and Snedaker (1974)

suggest that mangrove forests are characterized by net import of inorganic compounds from the

land and export of organic products to the sea.

The economic roles of mangrove forests is notable (Vannucci. 1986; Ansari, 1976; Jayewarden.

1986; Doyne and Glanville, 1933; Banijbatana, 1957). Mangrove areas provide numerous

commercial products and generate economic opportunities in many countries (Saenger et

. al.. 1983). In Phillipines for example Rhizophora is a source of "bakawan". used by the Japanese

in the manufacture of synthetic fabrics (de la Cruz, 1969). In Kenya, the mangrove poles are

especially popular along the coastal region for construction of houses and shades (personal

observs.). Other uses of mangroves include rafters, joists, door and window framings, boat ribs,,
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oars, pilings, and fence posts in and out of water, golf club heads in the Bahamas , etc.

(Coppejans, unpub.)

Bryceson (1981) suggests the need for conservation measures for tropical marine communities

namely coral reefs, see grass beds and mangroves. He argues that relative to temperate

communities, they experience less fluctuations in natural environmental conditions and are

consequently less stable. Mangroves are particularly sensitive to herbicides (Truman, 1961) and

in his review of marine conservation on Tanzanian coast Bryceson (1981) suggests that industrial

and domestic effluents must be monitored, assessed and regulated according to approved

standards. Also areas of mangroves should be actively protected as forest reserves. Ansari

(1976) reports similar restrictions in Pakistan with systematic removal of wood on permit basis.

Besides Pakistan adopted a working plan for improvement and development of the mangroves.

This work plan included 'selection-cum-improvement'to harvest, protect further deterivration and

introduce more valuable exotic breeds; afforestation for poorly stocked or blank areas; and control

of grazing, lopping and browsing activities so the villagers could still use the mangroves without

devastating the forest.

The knowledge of functioning of the mangrove ecosystem is essential for our understanding of

how the components of the ecosystem are balanced and maintained through cycles and flows

of matter. The functioning of the mangrove ecosystem represents extremely complex biological

and physical processes. Fig. 1 represents the major components and flows of matter in the

mangroves. The aim in this numerical modelling effort is to express these processes

mathematically so as to emulate the real system. The numerical modelling procedure applies a

system of numerical analysis methods to integrate simultaneous set of differential equations.
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Modelling at ecosystem level involves a simplification of the processes and interactions within

ecosystems. It would be desirable to model all details so as to emulate the real system but as

.O'Neill (1971) indicates in his analysis, increased model complexicity does not always bring about

more accurate results that are comparable to the real system. According to O'Neill, adding more

.parameters to an ecosystem model makes it necessary to quantify these additional parameters

in field and laboratory experiments which have errors of measurement. Thus it becomes

necessary to cqmbine details of a system into a less complex model so that simulations can be

made.

1.2 Functioning of the mangrove ecosystem

The following processes were considered to influence the cycles of matter in mangrove forests:

leaf fall, leaching, decomposition, mineral uptake rates, and grazing activities of the fauna. The

tides control the rate of import and export of matter.

leaf fall

In their studies on productivity of the Gazi mangrove forest, Slim & Guada {Unpub.) reported clear

evidence on seasonality of Iitterfall in Rhizophora stand and suspected the same phenomena for

the nearby Ceriops stand. They ascribed this phenomena to the dry and rainy season. Less leaf

fall was observed during the rainy season than during the dry season.

Gill and Tomlinson (1971) reviewed phenological phenomena associated with growth of R.mangle

in Florida. Although the general progression of development appeared to be mediated

endogenously, climatic factors were a strong governing influence. The rates of leaf expansion and
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fall were highest in the summer when temperature and radiation were maximal. Throughout the

year, leaf fall was closely correlated with leaf expansion so there was a fairly constant number

of leaves on a shoot.

Twilley et al. (1986) observed in a study of five sites in a mangrove basin in southwest Florida

that annual litter fall was inversely proportional to average salinity. The seasonal effects of higher

salinities on leaf senescence are also indicated by the increase in Iitterfall fOllowing an increase

in soil salinity at each site during june and july. Hicks and Burns (1975) and Lugo (1978)

suggested that fewer flooding tides resulted in increased stress on mangroves -growing more

inland causing a decrease in productivity and hence lower litter fall rates compared to frequently.
flooded mangroves.

The general trend that hydrology may strongly influence the litter productivity of mangroves has

been suggested by Pool et al. (1975). Following the classification scheme of Lugo and Snedaker

(1974) Le. scrub mangroves are rarely inundated, basin mangroves are inland of more frequently

flooded fringe mangrove systems, and riverine mangroves are inundated by riverine freshets as

well as tides, the ranking of litter production in Fig. 19 (riverine> fringe> basin> scrub) supports

this hypothesis. There have been similar observations for other salt water (Steever et aI., 1976,

Delaune et al. 1979) and tidl:lI freshwater (Whigham and Simpson, 1977) wetlands. Odum (1980)

described tides as an energy subsidy to the net primary production of intertidal wetlands, and

Wharton and Brinson (1979) suggested that water movement provides not only a source of silts

and clays but also a supply of nutrients and aeration for optimal growth. Tides also fulfill these

functions in mangroves, and in areas that include fertile alluvial sediments, these forested

wetlands attain litter production rates greater than many tropical forests (Brown and Lugo ,1980).
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The amount of organic matter returned to the soil by litterfall and by root death is closely related

to net primary productivity. Net primary production (wood + leaf production) is three times Iitterfall

(Teas, 1979). This ratio was derived from terrestrial forests. Day Jr. et al. (1987) reports a ratio

of -2:1 and suggests that this is the value that should be adopted for freshwater and saltwater in

view of other similar results (see Carter et aI., 1973; Conner and Day, 1976; Schlesinger, 1978;

Mitsch and Ewel, 1979; Mulholland, 1979; Brown, 1981; Conner et at, 1981).

Utter production values for mangrove forests world-wide range from 1.20 Mg ha,1 y(1 for scrub

mangroves in south Florida to 23.4 Mg ha·1yr,1 for a 20 year old managed forest in Malaysia. It

is reported that in tropical forests the amount of litter and surface humus fluctuates from 2;000

to 10,000 kg ha,1 or about half to one third of the amount of the litter in temperate hardwood

forests.

Leaching

. Organic matter from dead leaves may enter the Dissolved Organic Matter (DOM) pool through

leaching. In marine and estuarine environments, weight loss due to leaching of sea grasses was

similar to that of mangroves (Harrison and Mann,1975; Pelikaan,1984) while in macrophytic algae

leaching was faster (Rice and Tenore, 1981). In fresh water environments, leaching of DOC from

senescent leaves of deciduous trees (Cumming et al.,1972; Lush and Hynes, 1973) was faster

than in examples cited for marine environments, suggesting that leaching may be slowed down

by the presence of salt ions in the sea water. An alternative explanation would be that faster

leaching in fresh water was due to differences in leaf structure between deciduous trees and

mangroves (Camilleri and Ribi,1986). The leaching rate of dissolved organic carbon in a

mangrove basin in southwest Florida is 2.04 mg g,1h·1for A.germinans compared to 0.78 mg g,1
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h'l for R.mangle leaves (Camilleri and Ribi ,1986).

In mangrove environments the salinity of the water often fluctuates daily due to tidal patterns and

rainfall (Camilleri and Ribi,1986). Short term salinity fluctuations may accelerate the turnover rate

of organic carbon in two ways: during periods of low salinity the process of physical leaching may

be accelerated as suggested by a comparison of data derived from marine (Harrison and Mann,

1975; Cundall et aL ,1979) and fresh water (Cummins et al. ,1972) systems, while during periods

of high salinity the physico-chemical formation of POM may be facilitated by the presence of

divalent cations (Mulholand,1981). Even in the absence of qualitative data. it can therefore be

argued that the turnover rate of organic carbon due to physical processes may be higher in

mangroves than in environments with stable salinity regimes (Camilleri and Ribi, 1986).

Rainwater leach certain elements from the leaves of trees, returning them to the floors where they

are recycled (Lugo and Snedaker, 1974). Carlisle et al. (1966) reported that 8% (17.52 g m'2 y(l)

of total carbon added to the soil in an English Oak Woodland was due to precipitation by washing

plant surfaces. In the same forest precipitation was depleted of nitrogen.

Decomposition

The fate of mangrove litter depends on the degree and frequency of tidal inundation (TWilley,

1985; Twilley et aI., 1986) and the presence or absence of leaf consuming fauna (Odum and

He;,Jd, 1975; Leh and Sasekumar, 1985; Robertson, 1986) within forests. Robertson (1988) cites

differences in leaf litter dynamics in a C_e!.iEE~ forest and ~'tl£~nn.i~ forest both flushed only at

spring high tides. In the former, most litter is taken underground and consumed by crabs, while
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in Av;cenn;a forests most leafs are decomposed through microbial action.

In a study of a mangrove basin in southwest Florida, Twilley et al. (1986) observed that rates of

decomposition were higher for leaves with higher nitrogen concentrations and lower C:N ratios

suggesting that species differences in decomposition rates may be related to nitrogen content

However, other differences in litter quality, such as tannin content, may contribute to differences

in mangrove leaf decomposition rate (Cohen.1968). Higher decomposition rates of mangrove leaf

litter in wetter environments may be associated with higher respiration rates (Hesse,1961 a) or

attributed to increased grazing by detritivores such as amphipods (Heald, 1969).

Bacteria

Alongi (1988) notes that recent reviews on benthic microbes in marine ecosystems have

acknowledged that detrital decomposition is a microbially mediated process, but that little is

known about rates or controls of microbial production and biomass. The methods used to quantify

them, namely diffusion chambers (Sieburth et al. 1977), selective inhibition by antibiotics, glucose

uptake (Delattre et aI., 1979), thymidine uptake (Fuhrman and Azam, 1980, 1982), frequency of

dividing cells (Hagstrom et a!., 1979) and adenine uptake (Karl et aI., 1981a,b) have been

criticized on one point or other. In tropical Australian mangroves bacteria account for -91 % of total

microbial biomass, with algae and protozoa constituting 7% and 2% of the total surface biomass

(Alongi, 1988). In these sediments the microbial carbon accounted for -5% of the total sediment

organic carbon which is larger than in most other benthic environments (Alongi, 1988).

1
I
jn his review, Alongi (1988) reports that it has been demonstrated that bacteria can be a sink for

carbon in marine food webs and may serve principally as agents for nutrient regeneration rather
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than as food. Increase in the concentration of nitrogen of mangrove leaf detritus during

decomposition is. attributed to bacteria (see Robertson, 1988). Bacterial nitrogen however

contributes <5% of particulate nitrogen decomposing leaves (Robertson, 1988; Christian and

Wetzel, 1978; Marsh and Odum, 1979; Rice and Hanson. 1984). The mechanisms of nitrogen

accumulation is thus still somewhat unclear.

Foraging/grazing

A large amount of organic carbon reaches the forest as litter - dead leaves and fallen branches

and other plant parts. Once fallen these tissues are acted on by the detritus-processing system

of fungi, bacteria and animals.

Odum (1971) studied the use of mangrove detritus as food by animal species. There were at least

four pathways by which mangrove leaves were utilized by heterotrophs:

1. dissolved organic substances from the leaves --> microorganisms --> higher consumers

2. dissolved organic substances --> sorption on sediments and aged detritus particles •..>

higher consumers

3. particulate leaf material --> higher consumers

4. particulate leaf material --> bacteria ,fungi and protozoa ._> higher consumers

Odum believed the last pathway to be the most important. He speculated that microorganisms

convert compounds such as cellulose and lignin into digestible protein utilized by'invertebrates

and fishes.

Evidence has shown that graspid crabs (Brachyura : Graspidae) are important consumers of the

propagules of many trees found in mangrove forests (Smith 1987a,b ,1988 ; Osborne .1988;
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Smith et al. 1989). Differences in the amount of predation on mangrove propagules have been

found across the intertidal zone (Osborne,1988 ;Smith ,1988). The mangrove Avicennia marina

became established in mid·intertidal forests when predators were excluded (Smith 1987b).

A hypothesis to account for the differences in predation in high and low intertidal regions of

mangroves (Smith ,1988 ; Smith et al.,1989; Osborne and Smith, 1990) is frequency of

inundation, which influences the time available for crabs to forage. High intertidal forests are

inundated much less frequently, resulting in a longer period of time which crabs may forage.

Some crabs forage in the low intertidal while flooded, but become subject to predation by variety

of fishes (Sasekumar et aI., 1984; Wilson ,1989). Robertson (1986) estimated the consumption

by sesarmid crabs in a northern Australian forest to be 0.42 g dry wt. m -2 d,l accounting for 28%

of leaf fall and suggested that crabs have a major Influence on energy flow within mangrove

forests.

Robertson carried out studies on nutritional status of mangrove detritus. He found that changes

In leaf chemistry during leaf decomposition often have important implications for detritu'

consumption. Whereas the major leaf-consuming crab Neosarmatium smithii preferred to feed 0

leaves that had aged for at least 2 weeks and have lost most of there soluble tannins, the graspld

crab Sesarma massa (Campbell) consumes leaves of Rhizophora spp. that have just fallen from

trees (Robertson, 1986). It appears that the nutritional status of mangrove detritus is subject to

the state or age of the detritus.
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Detritus Feeders

A large number of invertebrates have boen roported in mangrov~ swamps (Saenger et 01.,1978; .

Day, 1975. Wells, 1980; McNae. 1967, 1966). A variety of the species consume mangrove

detritus (Day, 1975). Snails and other forest floor invertebrates aid in the breakdown of leaf litter,

which is then decomposed at a faster rate by microflora (Carter et aL, 1973). Wells (1983)

reported mean biomass of 1.088 g/m2 invertebrates in a Rhizophora habitat and said that there

is substantial evidence in the literature that this situation is a general feature of mangrove

ecosystems.

Robertson (1986) suggests that the effect of nutrient cycling by crabs could be very minor. The

senescent leaf material does not supply the C:N ratio of 17 in the diet necessary to maintain

animal tissue (Russel-Hunter, 1970). Robertson (1986) suggests that the nitrogen required by

crabs is likely to come from bacteria and other microbes.

In Gazi Rhizophora mucronata bottoms. nematodes are the dominant meiobenthos with an even

distribution along the vertical profile (Vanhove, 1990). The total density of meiofauna in this

substrate is 2000 ind./10 cm2
• The utilization of detritus by nematodes has been only rarely

studied (Heip et aL.1965). Mineralization of the detritus is predominantly a bacterial process and

the impact of nematodes grazing on bacteria has been postUlated to exert an effect on

mineralization rates in the benthos (Johannes. 1965; Findlay & Tenore, 1982). There is no clear

evidence of uptake or release of dissolved organic matter (Heip et aL. 1985) by the nematodes.

The effect of grazing on bacteria and algae have also been evaluated by Tieijen (1980) and

Admiraal et al (1963). A nematode community with a standing stock of 0.3 gC.m·2 would consume

about 0.6 gC.m·2.day". This is a very large figure compared with the annual C-input into most
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DOM

Very little data on quantity and role of DOC in marine sediments are available (Boto et aI., 1989).

A study on DOC concentration in the sediments of a tropical mangrove suggested that the high

rates of bacterial growth (Alongi, 1988) effectively utilized all the DOC transported towards the

surface via diffusion.

Denitrification I Nitrogen Fixation

Gaseous exchanges of N2 can be important sources and sinks of fixed nitrogen in aquatic

ecosystems. The two microbial processes, denitrification and N2-fixation, are essentially opposite

processes; denitrification removes fixed nitrogen mainly as N2 and N2.fixation is a source of fixed

nitrogen. Available data indicate that losses of nitrogen from denitrification often exceed the inputs

of nitrogen fixation in lakes (Seitzinger, 1988) almost all rivers, and coastal marine ecosystems.

The biological N2-fixation rates in oligotrophic and mesotrophic lakes are low and rarely account

for> 1% of either the external inputs or nitrogen requirements of the primary producers (Howarth

et aI., 1988)

Billen (1978) found that between 15 and 22% of the organic nitrogen mineralized in the North Sea

was denitrified. The abundant supply of organic matter and the low oxygen concentrations in

coastal sediments would present favorable conditions for denitrification (Sybil et aI., 1984)

A few studies have considered the effect of temperature on denitrification rates in aquatic

systems. The data available generally show increasing rates with increasing temperature

(Seitzinger, 1988). Denitrification rates (N2 production from intact cores) in Narraganset Bay
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J.

,
iincreased approximately twofold when the temperature was increased from 3° to 10°C ( 39 and

69 ~mol N m-2 h'\ respectively) (Seitzinger 1988),

Denitrification in sediments or anoxic water may also be limited by organic carbon. For example,

in the 14-40 cm deep, low organic carbon sediments in Great Bay, Long Island, which receive

a substantial input of nitrate from ground water, denitrification was stimulated by the addition of

glucose (Slater and Capone, 1987). In the sandy sediment of oligotrophic Lake Hampen, organic

carbon released by macrophyte roots was suggested as one of the factors controlling

denitrification rates (Christensen and Sorensen, 1986).

1.3 Ecological modelling of coastal ecosystems

This review discusses some particular ecosystem modelling efforts of coastal ecosystems.

Ecological modelling offers a tool to describe, quantify and predict the behavior of the ecological

systems (Straskraba et al. 1988). In their review Hopkinson et aI., (1988). categorized models as

primarily management or research-directed. They also point out the relatively few number of

models of coastal ecosystems. This has also been noted of mangrove swamps (Sell Jr., 1977).

This is inspite of the fact that estuarine salt marshes are one of the most frequently studied of

all ecological systems (Summers et aI., 1980).

Hopkinson and Day (1980a,b) used a series of models to evaluate effects of urbanization on

nutrient runoff to a coastal swamp forest and to evaluate various hydraulic options for promoting
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water runoff and decreasing lake eutrophication. In the first model the interaction between

changing land use on uplands and storm water and nutrient runoff to adjacent coastal swamps

was investigated. In the second model they compared the effects of sheet flow versus

channelized stream flow through swamp forests on rates of stormwater runoff. on swamp

productivity and on eutrophication of receiving water bodies. These two models are management

oriented. Simulation results showed that runoff volumes and nutrient loading to the swamp forest

would increase greatly by 1995 if the projected changes in land use occurred. Although absolute

runoff to the swamp was shown to increase under sheetflow conditions there would be a

decrease in nutrient loading to the receiving water bodies. Most values for equation parameters

were obtained from literature. These models present management alternatives and may also be

useful in guiding future research efforts by validating model output.

Constanza et al. (1983) and Bahr et al. (1983) developed and quantified a conceptual model for

the Mississippi River Deltaic Region. The regions dynamic nature, high biological productivity, and

intense level of economic activity had combined to create resource management problems of

enormous magnitude. Three spatial units were identified: region, hydrologic, and habitat, with flow

structure, interactions and forcing functions considered most important. This modelling effort

formed a basis for systematically evaluating the cause and effects of the following activities:

wetland loss, river switching, industrial pollution (region level); role of wetlands in fishery

production, hydrologic modification, water quality, salt water intrusion (hydrologic level); human

introduced stresses, estimation of resource productivity and value (habitat level).

The salt marsh modelling effort at the salt marsh-estuarine complex adjacent to Sapelo Island,

Georgia, U.S. has both been a simulation tool (Wetzel and Wiegert, 1983) and a generator of
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testable hypotheses relative to the principal components, fluxes and controls on carbon dynamics

in ecosystems dominated by Spartina alterniflora (Wiegert et aI., 1975; Wiegert and Wetzel, 1979;

Wiegert et aI., 1981. 1984). This modelling effort has been an integral part of the total research

effort over eleven years. The first version of the model showed that the salt marsh functions as

a source of organic carbon to the contiguous systems. In later versions of the model, the

importance of tide in the export of matter was demonstrated as well as favorable comparison of

model predictions and experimental (field) results. The last version of the model was vastly

expanded and calculated the effects of storms. tidal exchange, and certain changes in

biologically-mediated pathways. This version however showed an annual accumulation of carbon

on the marsh surface. Newer versions of this model are being developed based on the

hypotheses proposed from the outputs of earlier versions and field results.

The role of microbes and the importance of detritus in energy flow of the aquatic portion of a salt

marsh system is addressed in the series of models by Christian and Wetzel (1978) and Wetzel

and Christian (1984). This model branched from the salt marsh model described in the above

paragraph. The first simulation was a theoretical exercise and was used to examine the feasibility

of a direct micro-macroconsumer trophic link. A significant portion of bacteria was free living and

Christian and Wetzel (1984) thought it unlikely that the macroheterotrophic population could rely

on particles with attached bacteria. In the second simulation the compartmental and mathematical

complexity was increased, but the model consistently predicted a high density of bacteria on

particles regardless of inputs or grazing rates reported for microconsumers. The model also

indicated that a direct microbe-macrocosumer trophic link in the estuarine water column could not

be supported. Christian and Wetzel (1984) concluded that parameters should be more thoroughly

evaluated. Also based on altemate hypotheses proposed on the basis of this modelling effort to
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explain the behavior of attached-particle microbes, new research has been proposed to test these

results using a combination of model simulation analyses, field studies and laboratory microcosm

experiments.

Sell Jr. (1977) simulated a model of mangrove forest to assess the impact of tropical storms,

herbicides, nutrient enrichment, and economic development. The results suggested that

recolonization of sprayed areas take upto 100 years and is slower than the harvested sites. Rate

of recovery after storms was dependent on the concentration of nutrients and the growth cycle

was adapted to recovery from major hurricanes that occur every 15-25 years. Simulations of the

relationship between economic development and mangroves showed a peak of growth returning

to a lower steady state. Simulations of the effect of altering the nutrient flow into the mangrove

forests suggested roles for tidal exchange and freshwater runoff in developing biomass of

mangroves.

Lugo. Sell and Snedaker (1976) simulated a model of mangrove forest in order to stUdy the

effects of upland runoff and tidal flushing on processes occurring within a mangrove system. They

found that tidal flushing affected storage of detritus in the forest and nutrient availability affected

the productivity of the forest. Upland runoff reduction lowered the productivity of the mangrove

forest.

1.4 Description of study area

The kenyan coastline has an extensive mangrove forest with varied species covering a total of

about 530 km2 (fig. 2). Gazi creek lies about 40 km south of Mombasa on the Kenyan coast,
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about 40 30'S and 390 30' E. It is surrounded by a mangrove forest on three sides, the fourth

being open to the sea (fig 3). The total mangrove area is 6.61 km2
• In the northwest the seasonal

river Kidogoweni flows into the main channel. Only a few other minor channels exist, probably

fed by freshwater seepage (Slim and Guada, unpub.).

Along the creeks mixed forest of Avicennia marina and Sonneratia alba are found shielded by a

thick bush of Rhizophora mucronata and Bruguiera gymnorrhiza to the sea side. These forests

are daily flooded by high tides. Ceriops tagal is found on higher areas only flooded during spring

high tides. In august 1990, 2 sampling sites (KMFRI, Slim et al.) were set up in the Rhizophora
I
I

and Ceriops forest for studies of primary production, litter fall and litter decomposition. These field

studies form the basis of this modelling work.

1.5 Objectives

Most successful models of marsh/estuarine systems are useful tools for formulating new testable

hypotheses, for guiding large ecosystem-level research programs and for guiding the

management of coastal habitats (Hopkinson et ai, 1988). Having this in mind, the objectives of

this dissertation are:

1. To learn numerical modelling.

2. To demonstrate the usefulness of a model in summarizing the available information on an

ecosystem. Assuming that the model representation of the system is correct, net fluxes of
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matter may be used to investigate the ecological implications of matter flow in the mangrove

ecosystem.

4. To determine through computer simulations the response of mangrove forest subjected to

harvesting.

5. To ascertain through computer simulations the variables that have significant effect on the

behavior of the mangrove ecosystem. This may show the relative importance of the variables

concerned and may help in understanding the sensitivity of our ecosystem (see 2.4).
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2. METHODS

2.1 Modelling and Simulation Techniques

The conceptual model presented in fig. 1 illustrates the storage and flows of matter in a mangrove

ecosystem. The storages represent the components of the system also known as state variables

in the model. Different processes are responsible for the flow of matter in the system. For

example the process of uptake of dissolved organic carbon by bacteria represents the flow of

matter from DOC component to the bacteria component. This process is represented In the model

by the variable term 'RCUptake'. The different processes in the bacteria component for example

result in the rate of change in the state variable. This is represented by a conservation equation

thus:

:tBacteria=RCUPtake-RCResPB-RCLoss-BactIng-RCMortB

A list of all variables used in the model appears in appendix 2a-c. A program code in FORTRAN

77 for all the processes and the conservation equations is presented in appendix 3. The computer

simulation of the system is done using a simulation package (SENECA, de Hoop et al.,1992).
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2.2 Development of Models and Equations

2.2.1 Features

The underlying basis for the model development is that the dynamics of the carbon and nitrogen

in the system is not coupled. Different sources of detritus in the system have varying C:N ratios

and all this has an effect on the detrital pool and can only be represented by handling the

nitrogen and carbon pathways independently.

2.2.2 Models and Equations

"Models" here refers to the various subsystems which together form the main model. This section·

describes the flow of matter as perceived in the models and various formulations applying to the

subsystems described. The hyperbolic Monad (1942) expression for substrate-limited growth

(also used in enzyme reaction kinetics by Michaelis and Menten, 1913) has been used as limiting·

function for various processes e.g. uptake of inorganic nitrogen by trees.

Microbial:Microbes attack and transform dead plant material.

First the organic matter is made soluble and

then the dissolved organic matter serves as

substrate for the microbes:
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RCHydrls=Hydmax*CDetritus* Bacteria
Bacteria+HSatC

RCUptake=MaxUptake*Bacteria* ~vai1
CAval 1 + USa tC

As by-products of their metabolism, these decomposers produce inorganic carbon and nitrogen.

This process is represented as respiration:

RCRespB=pRespB*Bacteria

RNRespB=NCrBact*RCRespB

Mortality of bacteria is also a source of organic carbon and nitrogen to the system:

RCMortB=pMortB*Bacteria

RNMortB=NCrBact*RCMortB

.The quality of substrate taken up is determined by its N:C ratio. N:C ratio of the substrate

incorporated is the same as N:C ratio of the bacteria.

The nitrogen deficit in the diet of the bacteria:

NDefi ci tT=max (0 . I NCrBact*RCUp take-RNUp take1)
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is supplemented in part by the nitrogen fixation:

Rfixation=pfixation*NDeficitT

Energy is expended during the fixation process:

RCLossfix=nfix2closs*rfixation

The total nitrogen and carbon taken up by the bacteria is:

RCUptake=RCUptake-RClossfix

RNUptake2=RNUptakel+Rfixation

If the N:C ratio is greater than the N:C ratio of bacteria, the excess nitrogen is excreted:

RINRelease=RNUptake2-RCUptake*NCrBact

and if N:C ratio is lower than that of the bacteria, an amount of nitrogen,

NDeficit=NCRBact*RCUptake-RNUptake2
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needed to balance the excess carbon in the diet is taken up from the inorganic nitrogen pool:

RINuptakeB=max(O.,min(Navailable,NDeficit»

The carbon still not balanced by the nitrogen taken up is excreted thus:

RCLOSS=RCUptake- RNUptake2 _ RINuptakeB
NCrBact NCrBact

Detritivores: The detritivores feed on the detritus taking along with it the bacteria attached to the

detritus.

The rate, of grazing of detritivores is in

proportion to its population and is modelled

after the method of Park et al (1974):

I IN. NITR I I N Det

IDel,;!"o,esl~
[BU~~ \-C---'-D-e-t-\

RCGrazing=MaxIng*De tFdrs * TotDet
TotDet+kmtotdet

jrhe material incorporated must have the same N:C ratio as the detritivores. To achieve the

condition, the detritivores are made to egest detritus with the a constant N:C ratio, NCrEgm. Thus

the amount of detritus egested is:
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Rcegest=NCrIngM-NcrDetFdrs.RCGrazing
NCrEgm-NCrDetFdrs

Flow of matter due the process of respiration is in the form of inorganic carbon and nitrogen. The

nitrogen is added to the system where as the carbon is exported:

RCRespD=pRespD*DetFdrs

RNRespD=NCrDetFdrs*RCRespD

Mortality of the detritivores adds organic carbon and nitrogen to the system:

RCMortD=(pMortDa+pMortDb*DetFdrs)*DetFdrs

RNMortD=NCrDetFdrs*RCMortD

The process of mortality of detritivores has here been modelled as a second order process to

produce more population control on the biomass. The reason is that during trial simulations, the

model consistently predicted increasing or decreasing biomass of detritivores regardless of

parameter change.

Tree: The tree biomass is modelled in nitrogen units and only converted to carbon units when

needed. The rate of change of tree biomass represents the rate of uptake of inorganic nitrogen

similar to Jorgensen (1986). Bowling (1976) discussed the application of Michaelis·Menten

function in uptake of ions by plant roots. Jorgensen (1986) however uses a nitrogen limiting
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function for his plants different from the

Michaelis-Menten function applied here. [DOC I IC DETI

[IN. NITI [MA~Nt~GR~O~V~E J=I=====t. ,
IDONI [[JYE]

RNUptakeT=GROWTH*NTree* ups tin .
Upst~n+kmsUn

Losses from the tree subsystem is represented by litterfall, treecutting and leaching of matter from

tree bark, roots and leaves.

Field data (Slim et. al.,unpublished data) indicate seasonality in the rates of Iitterfall with respect

to two mangrove species. High rates of leaf fall corresponded to periods of low rainfall and vice

versa. As a result rainfall data (Moi Airport Met. Station) has been used to reproduce the

seasonality in the litterfall process:

RCLtFall=pLtFal1*(maxrain-FRain(TIME»*CTree

RNLtFal1=NCrLitter*RCLtFal1

FRain(TIME) is a function (forcing function) of rainfall. It calculates rainfall by interpolating linearly

the time series data of rainfall provided in the model.
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Leaching of matter from tree is directly proportional to tree biomass:

RCTLeach=pCTLeach*CTree

RNTLeach=pNTLeach*RCTLeach

The trees are harvested as a proportion of the existing tree biomass:

RTCutting=pTCutting*NTree

Inorganic Nitrogen:The processes of diffusion

and denitrification contribute to export and

import of inorganic nitrogen in the system.

~-----_._----~
~

diffusion

,
liN. NIT I Denitr.

I·

fixation
-----

Rate of denitrification is modelled as a simple first order process proportional to stock of inorganic

nitrogen (Jorgensen, 1986) present in the sediment

RDenitr=pDenitr*STIN
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Leaching of matter from tree is directly proportional to tree biomass:

RCTLeach=pCTLeach*CTree

RNTLeach=pNTLeach*RCTLeach

The trees are harvested as a proportion of the existing tree biomass:

RTCutting=pTCutting*NTree

Inorganic Nitrogen:The processes of diffusion

and denitrification contribute to export and

import of inorganic nitrogen in the system.

diffusion

t,
Denitr.

[TN. NIT I
~

fixation
----~--------------'

Rate of denitrification is modelled as a simple first order process proportional to stock of inorganic

nitrogen (Jorgensen, 1986) present in the sediment:

RDenitr=pDenitr*STIN
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Diffusion of inorganic nitrogen depends on the relative concentration of nitrogen in the tidal water

and the sediment interstitial water:

RDiffIN=-pDiffIN* (STIN-FWTIN(TIME»

The amount of nitrogen in the tidal water is not calculated by the model but is used as a forcing

function, FWTIN(TIME). In the model FWTIN(TIME) is a constant since we do not have any field

data on nitrogen concentrations in the water.

Exchange of matter between mangrove swamp and tidal water: Tides flush out detrititus from the

forest floor to the bay. This "outwash" process

is proportional to the amount of detritus in the

forest and is modelled similar to the method ~i1

used by Summers and McKeller (1979). I DOC I

IN Detl

L.- ~ _'

RCOutWash=pOutWash*CDetritus

RNOutWash=NCrDet*RCOutWash

An "inwash" process which is the settling rate of detritus from water onto the sediment is

proportional to the amount in the water:
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RCSedmt=pSedmt*FCDetW(TIME)

RNSedmt =NCrDe tW*RCSedmt

The exchange of dissolved organic matter is proportional to the concentration difference between

the tidal water and the sediment interstitial water. This is similar to the model of Summers and

McKeller (1979).

RDiffC=-pDiffC*(SDOC-FDocW(TIME»

RDiffN=NCrSDOM*RDiffC

Positive values would indicate an import of matter into the sediments. Negative values would

indicate that matter is being exported from the system. The amount of matter in the tidal water,

F;DocW(TIME) is modelled as a constant forcing function.
•i
~

~.3 Calculation of Rate Coefficients

The, flow of matter in the model is usually a function of one or more variables and a rate
J

coefficient (see appendix 1 for calculations). If the values of the terms are known, the rate

coefficient is calculated by substituting these values accordingly. An example is the calculation

of outwash of detritus from the forest floor. The equation for the flow is

OutWash=pOutWash*CDetritus

where
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pOutWash

Cdetritus

= rate coefficient

=initial amount of detritus in the forest

=350 gC m,2

On the assumption that 80% of the daily leaf fall is washed out, the initial amount of the flow is

1.784 gC m·2 d". Therefore,

pOutWash= 1.7 84gCm- 2 d 1

350gCm-2

or : pOutWash = 5.10 x 10'2 day'!

2.4 Sensitivity Analysis

Several sources of uncertainty influence model results (O'Neill and Gardner, 1979; Walters,

1986). Most of the parameters are only known within a range of values while others are not

known at all. Initial values of state variables, forcing functions and other system inputs may be

~adly known. By varying values of a parameter over a reasonable range of values sensitivity

analysis aims to identify parameters and processes that have substantial effect on the model

output (Rosen, 1971). For example if we vary the rate of nitrogen fixation in our system, the

model output would show the relative importance of this pathway.

Sensitivity analysis provides one means of assessing the adequacy of component and parameter
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quantification (Hopkinson et aI., 1988):

a less sensitive parameter does not require research efforts even if its quantification was:

dubious or not available.

primary areas for emphasized research would be directed where parameter sensitivities were

high.

Sensitivity analysis results are subject to the initial abstraction or conceptualization of the system

(Hopkinson et aI., 1988). Two different models of the same system will give different sensitivity

results.

The values assigned to the parameters used in the Gazi model are estimated from field and

literature information. A few others have been assigned arbitrarily. Sensitivity analysis was

carried out by varying the parameters, initial conditions and forcing functions within a factor of 2.
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3. RESULTS

3.1 Simulation Results

The results of the simulation depicts the state of the mangrove ecosystem by means of graphical

outputs (fig. 4) and average rates of flow of matter (appendix 2c). Efforts have been made to

compare the average flow of matter with field observations or literature values. Whenever this was

possible it is interesting to note that the comparison was generally good. The same is true of the

average values for the state variables. The rates of flow of matter in mangrove systems are more

or less within the same order of magnitude and therefore on the basis of the results mentioned

this model is a reasonable representation of the Gazi mangrove ecosystem.

The stability of the model has been demonstrated by multiple year simulations whereby

successive patterns were unchanged (fig. 5). Stability is a desirable quality in a model and is an

indication of successful simulation of the system as defined in the modelling exercise.

• Sources of carbon in the system is tree, litterfall. mortality of bacteria and detritivores. litter import

and diffusion of dissolved organic matter. The mangrove trees are the dominant source with an

average rate of Iitterfall of 2.24 gC m-2 d-' (fig. 6). There is a net export of carbon from the

system with dissolved organic carbon constituting only a very minor part. Outwash of detritus

. represents the single biggest loss of matter from the system. An amount of matter equal to 67%

! of carbon net primary production is flushed out of the system in form of detritus. This is higher
i

than the range of 45%-1% reported by Twilley (1985). The amount of carbon exported is 72% of

Iitterfall and is within the range reported for mangrove forests by Lugo and Snedaker (1974).
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Similarly considering all the processes contributing to the nitrogen dynamics in the system, the

total nitrogen produced by the system in form of Iitterfall. tree and litter leaching. and respiration

is less than the total nitrogen consumption by trees, bacteria and the detritivores. It appear~

therefore that nitrogen importation into the system is very important. This is achieved by nitrogen

fixation and inputs from tidal water. Indeed diffusion of inorganic nitrogen accounts for 72% of

nitrogen imported and nitrogen fixation is a quarter of the total nitrogen import into the system.

Bacterial respiration and mortality contributes 87% of the nitrogen flow in the system (excluding

flow due to export and import) and is an indication of the importance of bacteria in nitrogen

cycling. The average C:N ratio of the detritus with and without the attached bacteria is 33 and 66

respectively which shows the relative contribution of bacteria to nitrogen content of the detritus.

Two options for harvesting of the mangrove trees while maintaining a non-diminishing tree

biomass were simulated. One is daily harvesting of 0.01 % of the trees, This represents harvesting

rate of 0.15 gC m,2 d". In more practical term this amounts to 1.5 kgC ha,l (- 3 kg of wood) daily

harvest. This figure may be less than satisfactory for what mangrove wood would be put to use,

namely firewood and timber. Second, the trees were cut once and then left to regenerate. Fig.

7 shows the reaction of the trees when 50% of the tree biomass is harvested. These two

scenarios show that in general some sustainable and viable exploitation of the mangrove trees

may exist. Sell (1977) notes that the second option i.e. adopting a cycle of management, is

already done in several parts of the world.
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3.2 Sensitivity Analysis

The system showed varying degrees of sensitivity when the values of each of the living

components was altered.

1. When the amount of inorganic nitrogen in the tidal water was increased by one order of

magnitude, all the system components showed a rapid increase in biomass. When the

amount of inorganic nitrogen was decreased by an order of magnitude the system behaved

in reverse. The drastic changes observed in the system due to changes in input of inorganic

nitrogen may suggest that the system is critically dependent on incoming nitrogen. The high

sensitivity of the system to nitrogen importation requires accurate evaluation of the flow of

nitrogen into and out of the system. The exchange of matter between the mangrove forest

and the bay is very uncertain.

2. All the system components die out when the trees are removed (fig. ea-h). The tree

production is therefore a vital component of the mangrove ecosystem.

3. When bacteria in the system is lowered by several orders of magnitude. it is apparent from

the model output (fig. ga-tO that the rate of mineralization of organic matter is slowed down

as seen by accumulation of detritus and dissolved organic matter. The detritivores also

collapse since the C:N ratio of the detritus is low (see. 3.1 para.3). Thus the bacteria is

important for the cycling of matter.

. 4. All the components increase in biomass when detritivores are excluded from the system.
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Accumulation of organic matter in the forest implies that the detritivores are important for

cycling of matter.

5. From the model predictions it appears that the survival of detritivores depends critically on

the biomass of bacteria. Thus even when there is an influx of detritus in the forest floor as

shown in fig. 9, the detritivores are still not able to survive. A further study would be

necessary to establish the nature of interaction between bacteria and detritivores (see

Robertson, 1986; Carter et ai, 1973; Russel-Hunter I 1970).

6. The model is not very sensitive to changes in saturation constant for uptake of dissolved

organic matter. Fig. 1Oa,b compares simulations with half and two times the dissolved organic

carbon half-saturation constant. Because the change in uptake has apparently little impact

on biomass of bacteria the result suggests that the dissolved organic matter is poor in

nitrogen.

7. Changes in respiration and mortality rates showed substantial effect on biomass of bacteria.

Though these rates are uncertain. they are important influence in the dynamics of bacteria.

8. Most of the parameters concerned with the flow of matter in detritivores show some degree

of sensitivity. Figs 11 a,b.c,d show the results of a simulation with doubled linear coefficient

of mortality for detritivores. The rapid decline in biomass in an apparently nutrient rich

environment may point to lack of biological detail in the formulation for detritivores. For

example feed-back on fecundity which may compensate for increase in mortality is not

incorporated in the model.
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9. The trees, bacteria and detritivores depend on the detritus and dissolved matter in the

system. One of the sensitivity runs has been done to see the effect of the initial values of

SDOC, STIN, NDETRITUS and CDETRITUS on the steady state results in fig. 5. Fig. 12 and

fig. 13 compare simulations with initial conditions mUltiplied by 0.5 and 1.5 respectively.

These changes do not alter the characteristics of the model prediction. Similarly a simulation

of one and a half times the amount of initial NDETRITUS (fig. 14) shows the same result.

Thus sensitivity of the model to the initial conditions is low.

10. Fig. 15 and fig. 16 show simulation of zero and ten times the coefficient of denitrification. The

effect of loss of nitrogen due to this process is negligible as shown by fig. 15. Simulation of

no fixation shows slight decrease in the biomass of the system components (fig. 17). When

both N-fixation and Denitrification are eliminated the model predicts a very slight decrease

in the biomass of bacteria while the rest of the system is largely unchanged (fig. 18). Thus

it appears that denitrification and nitrogen fixation have no real innuence on the production

of the system.
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4. DISCUSSION

The model predictions are to be interpreted with a lot of caution. The analysis of simulations

presented above may not be interpreted as giving definite predictions of specific behavior in

reality. Instead, for most cases it is only possible to make general statements. The simulations

however provide insights into the system and the closer the agreement of the model predictions

with the field data the higher would be our confidence.

The model output has been within reasonable range of field and literature values where these

were available and this lends confidence to the model results. However the impact of the changed

conditions on the system components may not be represented by the model realistically. The

absence of tree biomass in the system for instance is represented by collapse of the detritivores.

This is true in the abstraction of the model; the reality is that there would be a community of

benthic fauna not depending on the mangroves anymore. A model designed to predict this would

be too complex (O'Neill, 1971) and may not necessarily be accurate.

The model suggests that the system strongly consumes nitrogen and compensates for this by

importing nitrogen. There is however net export of carbon which mainly consists of detritus into

the creek. This carbon could contribute to production in the offshore waters. If the model

predictions are correct then the nutrient contribution of the mangrove system to the bay are

negative. Walsh (1967), Hesse (1962) and Lugo et al (1974a,b) report on the depletion of nitrogen

in tidal waters entering mangrove forests. The other mechanisms of nitrogen flow in the system,

namely denitrification and fixation, are almost of no consequence to the production of the system;

further investigations in literature and field studies should confirm this. Horwath et al. (1988) for
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instance reports that N2-fixation in oligotrophic and mesotrophic lakes are low and rarely account

for greater than 1% of the nitrogen requirements of the primary producers. It may be possible that

there is a significant contribution by sheetflow and underground seepage.

As has been noted during the standard simulation and sensitivity analysis, the sensitivity for

parameters of detritivores dynamics do not seem to be realistic. This may point to lack of

biological or ecological detail in the formulation. For instance some detritivores appear to prefer

freshly fallen leaf litter and these probably rely on the leachable component of the detritus for
I

nutrition ("leachivores") while others prefer to wait a little longer. An experimental situation would

provide more information. This would be a basis for an alternative formulation.

From the model results, tree harvesting may be sustainable provided a method is adopted

whereby the trees are cut once in small patches and then left to regenerate. However since the

model does not represent a situation of reforestation, the creation of patches in the forest is not

really predictable; indeed a model exclusively dedicated to harvesting may seem more

appropriate. Mangrove forests have been recommended for management with respect to timber

production (Lugo, in Wharton et aI., 1976).

This modelling exercise leads to the conclusion that mangrove trees are the chief source of

carbon in the forest but in order for the system to stay alive, import of nitrogen is essential.

Validation of the model using data obtained from the field is highly desirable and future versions

of this model shall rely on progress in ecological studies in Gazi, which studies should be guided

by some of the conclusions from this model.
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Fig. 1. Storages and flow of matter in the mangrove forest
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2. The Kenyan coastline showing approximate distribution of mangroves
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Fig. 3. Map of Gazi Bay
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Fig. 4. Standard run of the Gazi model showing all the sate variables
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Fig. 5. Standard run demonstrating the numerical stability of the model
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Fig. 6. Sources of carbon in the system
Fig. 7. Regeneration of trees after harvest
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Fig. 9 . Response of the system due to lowered bacteria biomass
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Fig. 10. DOM uptake saturation constant simulation with
a. half times the initial value
b. doubled the initial value
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Fig. 12. Response of the system to simulation with half
times the initial values of the sUb~trates
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Fig. 14. Response of the system to simulation with 1Y2 times the initial amount of detrital
nitrogen
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Fig. 15. Simulation with zero times the coefficient of denitrification
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Fig. 17. Simulation with zero times the coefficient of N
2
.fixation
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Fig. 18. Both N2-fixation and denitrification eliminated from the model simulation
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Fig. 19. Litterfall from mangrove forests
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Appendix 1 : Estimation of Inputs and Parameters

Nitrogen Detritus

Oteko (1986) reported a C:N ratio of 40 for the sediments of Gazi. Thus for Carbon detritus of 350

g m-2 we would have 8.75 gN m-2
•

During simulation the initial quantity of nitrogen detritus has been kept close to this value.

Rate of litterfall

RCLtFall=PLtFall*(Maxrain-Frain(TIMB))*CTree

Maxrain

Frain(TIME)

CTree

:::: maximum rainfall recorded in the year

:::: 500 mm

:::: average value for the rainfall recorded

::::: 116.25 mm

:::: intitial value of tree biomass

PLtFall= 2. 23gcm-2 d- 1

1650gcm-2 *(500-116.25)mm
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Flow of matter into mangrove biomass

RNUptakeT=GROWTHxNTree

NTree =initial biomass of tr'ee<-

Considering that primary production is two times Iitterfall;

Net primary productivity =2 x (Utterfall)

= 2 x (12.7 X 10-3) gN m-2 d'1

=25.4 x 10 gN m-2 d-1

GROWTH= 25. 4xlO- 3 gNm- 2 d- 1

11.lSgNm-Z

Thus potential growth was taken to be 5 x 10-3 d-'

Flow of matter due to hydrolysis of detritus

RCHydrls=Hydmax*CDetritus
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CDetritus = amount of litter on the forest floor

Snedaker and Lugo (1973) measured decomposition rate of 0.79 gm-2d-' for litter in a forest floor.

The amount of litter on the floor was 550 gm-2.

Thus the potential coefficient of hydrolysis was taken to be 1.5 x 10-3 dol.

Flow of matter due to outwash of litter by tides

RCOutWash=pOutWash*CDetritus

Several estimates of litter export ranging from 0.3 - 1.8 gC m-2d-' has been reported for various

mangrove forests (in Boto and Bunt, 1981; Miller, 1976; Odum and Heald, 1976; Lugo and

Snedaker, 1974; Odum et aI., 1982; Woodroffe, 1985). These rates range from 96% of leaf to

42% and depend to a large extent on the tidal regime (Boto and Bunt, 1981) of a given area.

The steady state Iitterfall

I adopted an arbitrary value of 80% of literfall being washed out of the forest.
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pOutWash= 1.7 84gcm-2 d-1

350gcm-2

Flow of matter due to grazing of detritivores

RCGrazing=MaxIng*DetFdrs

It was assumed that detritivores graze 30% of Iitterfall

Le. 30% of 2.23 g C m-2 dol =0_669 g C m-2 d- l

MaxIng=O .669 d-1

Flow of matter due to denitrification

RDenitr=pDenitr*STIN

Seitzinger (1988) estimated on data from six estuaries, that denitrification removed between 20%

and 50% of nitrogen inputs.

In Gazi, nitrogen input from litterfall =12.7 mg N m-2 d-l
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,fay assume a minimum denitrification of 20% of the litterfall input = 2 mg N mo2 dol

Thus

pDeni tr=O .Old-1

Flow of matter due to nitrogen fixation

Rfixation=pfixation*ndeficitT

Average nitrogen fixation rate in the Rhizophora sediments in Gazi is 50 mgN mol dol.

ndeficitT=NCrBact*RCUptake-RNuptake

ndeficitT =0.25*(12*30) - (0.1 *12*30)

pfixation=9.26xl0-4 d- 1
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Appendix 2a : Initial values used in simulation

State variable Description Value Reference

CDetritus Carbon detritus 350 gCm-2 Alongi et al. (1989)

NTree Tree biomass 11.15 gNm,2 Slim et al. (unpub.)

NDetritus Nitrogen detritus 5 gNm-2 estimated

SDOC Sediment dissolved organic 1.3 gCm,2 Boto et al. (1989)
carbon

SOON Sediment dissolved organic 5.E-4 gNm,2 estimated
nitrogen

STIN Sediment inorganic nitrogen 0.2 gNm,2 Boto and Weliington
(1984)

Bacteria Bacteria biomass 30 gCm,2 AJongi (1988)

OetFdrs Oetritivores 1 gCm·2 Schrijvers (1991)
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Iprocess IDescription IValue IReference

RCLtFall Rate of carbon litter fall 2.23 gCm·2d·l Slim et al. (unpub.)

RCHydrls Rate of hydrolysis of detritus 0.79 gCm' Estimated
2d·1

RCOutWash Rate of removal of detritus by 1.784 gCm" Estimated
tides 2d·l

~CGrazing Rate of grazing of detritivores ~.669 gCm·2d' Estimated

RDenitr Rate of denitrification 2 mgNm-2d·1 Estimated

RFixation Rate of nitrogen fixation 0.05 gNm·2d·1 Woitchik (unpub.)

parameter

PSedmt

nfix2closs

minstin

kmstin

CNrTree

maxrain

Description Value

Coefficient for sedimentation 10.E-3 d·l

Coefficient for energy loss in 10.E-3
nitrogen fixation

min. requisite nitrogen for tree 2.E-3 gNm'2

uptake

Uptake half-saturation 0.67 gNm'2

constant for tree

C:N ratio of Rhizophora 148

A value related to rainfall. 500 mm
used to reproduce seasonality
of litterfall
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no reference

Slim et al.. (unpub.)
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pLtLeach Coefficient of leaf litter 0.2 Woitchik (unpub.)
leaching

pOiffC Coefficient of dissolved 10.E-3 no reference
organic carbon diffusion

pNTLeach Coefficient of nitrogen tree 10.E-6 no reference
leaching

pCTLeach Coefficient of carbon tree 10.E-5 no reference
leaching

pMortB Coefficient of mortality for 1.E-3 d,l no reference
bacteria

pRespB Coefficient of respiration for 0.025 d'l no reference
bacteria

pMortDa Linear coefficient for mortality 0.1 d'l no reference
of detritivores

pMortDb Non-linear coefficient for 0.05 d·lg'lm'2 no reference
mortality of detritivores

pRespD Coefficient of respiration of 2.E-3 d'l see Heip et al. (1985)
detritivores

NCrDetW N:C ratio of detritus in water 2.E-3 no reference

NCrLitter N:C ratio of freshly fallen leaf 5.7E-3 Woitchik (unpub.)
litter

NCrBact N:C ratio of bacteria 0.25 Harrison and Mann
(1975); see Heip et al.

. (1985); Nagata (1986)

NCrDetfdrs N:C ratio of detritivores 0.1 see Heip et al. (1985)
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HSatC Half-Saturation constant for 20 gCm-2 no reference
hydrolysis of detritus

DocMin Minimum requisite DOC for 2.E-3 gCm-2 no reference
bacterial uptake

Maxuptake Coefficient of uptake DOC by 12 d-1 no reference
bacteria

I

USatC Half-saturation constant for 5 gCm-2 no reference
bacterial uptake of DOC

MinNitr Requisite concentration of 2.E-3 gNm-2 no reference
inorganic nitrogen for bacterial
uptake

kmtotdet Half-saturation constant for 150 gCm-2 no reference
! grazing of detritivores
!

NCrEgM N:C ratio matter egested by 5.E-3 no reference
detritivores

pDifflN coefficient of diffusion for 0.1 d-1 no reference
inorganic nitrogen
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Appendix 2b : Other variables in the model

IVariable IDescription IUnits

CAvail Dissolved organic matter available for gC m-2
bacteria

Cconsv Difference between net carbon gC m-2 d-t

imported and net change in the state
variables

CTree Tree biomass gC m-2

Navailable Inorganic nitrogen available for for gN m-2

bacteria

NBacteria Bacteria biomass gN m-2

Nconsv Difference between net nitrogen gN m-2 d- l

imported and net change in state
variables

NetCgain Net change in state variables gC m-2 d- l

NetCinp Nat carbon import gC m-2 d-l

NetNgain Net change in state variables gN m-2 d-l

NetNinp Net nitrogen import gN m-2 d- l

PropBact Ratio of bacteria to the sum of detritus
and bacteria

TotDet Total bacteria and detritus gC m-2

upstin Nitrogen for tree uptake gN m-2
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Appendix 2c : Simulation Results

Variable Description Value lit./field value

Bacteria Bacteria biomass 29.6 gCm-2 appendix 2a.

NTree Tree biomass 11.3 gNm'2

NDetritus Nitrogen detritus 4.8 gNm·2

SDOC Sediment dissolved organic 6.8 gCm·2 "
carbon

SOON Sediment dissolved organic 0.2 mgNm'2
nitrogen

STIN Sediment inorganic nitrogen 0.2 gNm·2

DetFdrs Detritivores 0.98 gCm'2

CDetritus Carbon detritus 328 gCm'2

CDetlng Amount of litter grazed by 0.46 gC m'2 d'1 0.42 (Carter et
detritivores ai, 1983

Bactlng Amount of bacteria grazed 0.04 gC m'2 d'1 no compo
by detritivores

NCrDet C:N ratio of detritus on the 66.7 40-60 (Oteko,
mangrove sediments 1987; Woitchik,

unpub.)

NCrSDOM N:C ratio of dissolved 4.9E·4 no compo
organic matter in the
sediment
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NCuptake N:C ratio of carbon and, 5.E*4 no camp.
organic and fixed nitrogen
taken up by bacteria

NOeficit Extra nitrogen needed by 48.505 gN m-2 d-l no camp.
bacteria after uptake of
organic and fixed nitrogen

NOeficitT Extra nitrogen needed by 48.511 gN m-2 d-' no comp.
bacteria after uptake of
organic nitrogen

NOetlng Amount of detritus excluding 0.007 gN m·2 d" no camp.
bacteria grazed by
detritivores

RCegest Amount of detritus egested 0.34 gC m·2 d" compo cf.
by the detritivores (COetlng)

RCGrazing Rate of grazing of 0.50 gC m-2 d" camp. cf.
detritivores (COetlng)

RCHydrls Rate of hydrolysis of detritus 0.29 gC m'2 d-' 0.30 (Snedaker
by bacteria & Lugo, 1973)

RCLoss Amount of carbon egested 193.25 gC m·2 d-' no compo
by bacteria due to
insufficient nitrogen

RClossfix Energy expended by 6.E*5 gC m·2 d" no compo
bacteria due to nitrogen
fixation

RCltFal1 Rate of Iitterfall 2.24 gC m-2 d-l 2.23 (Slim &
Guada, unpub)

RCltLeach Leaching rate of freshly 0.45 gC m-2 d·l (Woitchik,
fallen litter unpub.)

RCMortS Rate of mortality of bacteria 0.03 gC m-2 d-l no compo
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RCMortD Rate of mortality of 0.15 gC m·2 d·l no compo
detritivores

RCOutWash Rate of export of detritus 1.635 gC m·2 d·l 0.3-1.8 (Several
from the forest ref.)

RCRespB Rate of respiration of 0.747 gC m·2 d·l 0.2-0.37 in sed.
bacteria (Lugo et a1.1974;

Golley et al.
1962)

RCRespD Rate of respi ration of 0.002 gC m'2 d'l no compo
detritivores

RCSedmt Rate of sedimentation of 0.05 gC m'2 d·l no compo
detritus from the water

RCTLeach Rate of leaching of organic 0.168 gC m'2 d,l no compo
matter from tree

RCUptake Rate of uptake of dissolved 194.07 gC m·2 d-l no comp
organic matter by bacteria

RDenitr Rate of denitrification in the 2 mgd m·2 d'l 17-84 mg;
sediments extremes: 0-358

mg (Setzinger,
1988)

RDiffC Rate of diffusion of organic -0.07 gC m-2d,l no compo
matter into the sediment

i

R'DiffiN Rate of diffusion of inorganic 0.019 gN m·2 d-l no compo
nitrogen into the sediment

RDiffN Rate of diffusion of organic -2. E-6 gN m'2 d·l no compo
nitrogen into the sediment

Rfixation Rate of nitrogen fixation in 6.69 mgN m·2 d·l 2 mg (Woitchik,
the sediments unpub.)
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RINRelease Excess nitrogen which is o gN m-2 d-l no camp.
excreted by bacteria

RINuptakeB Amount of inorganic nitrogen 0.19 gN m-2 d-l no camp.
taken up by bacteria

RNegest Amount of detritus egested 1.7E-3 gN m-2 d-l no camp.
by the detritivores

RNHydrls Rate of hydrolysis of detritus 4.3E-3 gN m-2 d'l cf. RCHydris
by bacteria

RNltFall Rate of Iitterlall 12 mgN m'2 d" cf. RCltFall

RNLtLeach Rate of leaching for freshly 2.6 mgN m'2 d" cf, RCLtLeach
fallen litter

RNMortB Rate of mortality of bacteria 7.47 mgN m-2 d'l no compo

RNOutWash Rate of export of detritus 24 mgN m-2 d-' cf, RCOutWash

RNRespB Rate of respiration of 0.186 gN m'2 d" ct, RCRespB
bacteria

RNRespD Rate of respiration of 0.2 mgN m'2 d" no camp.
deiritivores

RNSedmt Rate of sedimentation of 0.5 mgN m'2 d" no camp.
detritus from the water

RNTLeach Rate of teaching of organic 7.47 mgN m-2 d-' no camp.
matter in the tree

RNUptake1 Rate of uptake of organic 6.9 mgN m-2 d" no camp.
nitrogen by bacteria

RNUptake2 Rate of uptake of both 13.0 mgN m-2 d-' no camp.
organic and fixed nitrogen
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RNUptakeT Rate of uptake of nitrogen
by tree
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Appendix 3

C################################################################
C SENECA 1.85 (C) NIOO-CEMO/DGW
COate: 31-1-92
C################################################################

SUBROUTINE GAZIONE(TIME)
C

IMPLICIT REAL(A-Z)
C Parameter:

REAL TIME
C
C----------------------------------------------------------------
C Declarations:
C

INCLUDE 'GAZI.DCS'
INCLUDE 'GAZIONE.DCP'
INCLUDE 'GAZIONE.DCV'
INCLUDE 'XSIMO.DEX'

C
C----------------------------------------------------------------
C Statements:
C
*
C Some preliminary calculations

CTree = CNrTree * NTree
NCrDet = NDetritus/CDetritus
NCrSDOM ::: SDON/SDOC

*
C flow of matter due to sedimentation

RCSedmt ::: pSedmt * FCDetW (TIME)
RNSedmt ::: NCrDetW * RCSedmt

*
C flow due to litterfall

RCltFafl = pltFal1 * (maxrain-FRain(TIME)) * CTree
RNltFall = NCrUtter * RCltFal1

*
C flow due to litter leaching

RCltLeach ::: pltLeach * RCltFall
RNltLeach ::: NCrUtter * RCltLeach

*
C flow matter due to outwash

RCOutWash = pOutWash * CDetritus
RNOutWash NCrDet * RCOutWash

*
C diffusion of dissolved organic matter

RDiffC = -pDiffC * (SDOC - FDocW (TIME))
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RDiffN =NCrSDOM * RDiffC
*
C diffusion of inorganic nitrogen

RDifflN = .pDifflN * (STIN - FWTIN(TIME)
*
C tree uptake of inorganic nitrogen

upstin=max(O.,stin-minstin)
RNUptakeT =GROWTH * NTree * upstin/(upstin+kmstin)

*
C rate of tree cutting

RTCutting =pTCutting * NTree
RCTCutting = CNrTree * RTCutting

*
C denitrification

RDenitr =pDenitr * STIN
*
C flow of matter due to tree leaching

RCTLeach = pCTLeach * CTree
RNTLeach = pNTLeach * RCTLeach

*
C mortality of bacteria

RCMortB =pMortB * Bacteria
RNMortB = NCrBact * RCMortB

*
C mortality of detritivores

RCMortD =(pMortDa + pMortDb * DetFdrs)*DetFdrs
RNMortD = NCrDetFdrs * RCMortD

*
C respiration of bacteria

RCRespB = pRespB * Bacteria
RNRespB = NCrBact * RCRespB

*
C respiration of detritivores

RCRespD = pRespD * DetFdrs
RNRespD =NCrDetfdrs * RCRespD

*
C flow of matter due to degradation of detritus

RCHydrls = Hydmax * CDetritus * BacteriaJ(Bacteria + HSatC)
. RNHydrls =NCrDet * RCHydrls

*
C uptake of dissolved organic matter by bacteria

CAvail = SDOC • DocMin
RCLoss = O.
RCUptake =O.

. RNUptake1 = O.
• RNUptal<e2 = O.
. RINuptakeB = O.

RINRelease = O.
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IF (CAvail .GT. 0.) Then
RCUptake =MaxUptake * Bacteria * CAvail/(USatC +CAvail)
RNUptake1 = NCrSOOM * RCUptake

NOeficitT = max(O.. NCrBact '" RCUptake - RNUptake1)
nitrogen fixation now dependent on NOeficit !

Rfixation =pfixation * ndeficitT
RClossfix = nfix2c1oss * rfixation

RCUptake == RCUptake • RClossfix
RNUptake2 = RNUptake1 + Rfixation

NCuptake == xdiv(RNUptake2.RCUptake)
IF (NCuptake .GE. NCrBact ) THEN

there is release of inorganic nitrogen in the following manner

RINRelease == RNuptake2 - RCuptake"'NCrBAct
ELSE

let MinNitr be minimum conc. below which the inorganic nitrogen is not available

Navailable == STIN • MinNitr

let the maximum N required to balance the deficit be Noeficit

Noeficit == NCrBact '" RCUptake - RNUptake2

RINuptakeB == MAX (0., MIN( Navailable. Noeficit))
RCLoss = RCUptake • RNuptake2/NCrBact -

& RINuptakeB/NCrBact
ENolF

ENOIF

'"
C The detritivores graze on the detritus and the attached
C bacteria
C let NCrlngM be the N:C ratio for the ingested matter
C and NCrEgM be a fixed ratio for the egested matter,
*

NBacteria =NCrBact * Bacteria
PercNBac :; NBacteria/(Noetritus + NBacteria)
TotOet =Coetritus + Bacteria
NCrlngM == (Noetritus + NBacteria)fTotOet
PropBact = Bacteria / Totoet
RCGrazing = Maxlng * oetFdrs '" TotOet/(kmtotdet+TotOet)
Bactlng = PropBact * RCGrazing
Coetlng = (1.- PropBact) * RCGrazing
Noetlng == NCroet * COetlng
RCegest = (NCrlngM - NCrOetfdrs) * RCGrazing / (NCrEgm
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& • NCroetFdrs)
RNegest == NCrEgM * RCegest

*
C ************* Conservation equations ****************
*

I
11

i

*

*

*

*

*

11

11

oNTree = oNTree + RNuptakeT - RNltFall - RNTLeach . RTCutting

DCDetritus == oCoetritus ... RCSedmt + RCltFall - RCltLeach
& - RCOutWash + RCMortB + RCMorto - RCHydrls + RCegest - Coetlng

ONDetritus == oNoetritus + RNSedmt + RNltFali - RNltLeach -
& RNOutWash + RNMortB + RNMorto - RNHydrls + RNegest - Noetlng

oBacteria = DBacteria + RCUptake - RCRespB - RCLoss - Bactlng - RCMortB

oDetFdrs == DoetFdrs + RCGrazing - RCegest - RCRespo . RCMorto

oSoOC = oSoOC + RCHydrls + RCLoss - RCUptake + RoiffC+ RCltLeach + RCTLeach

oSoON == OSDON + RNHydrls - RNUptake1 + RoiffN + RNltLeach+ RNTLeach

oSTIN ==DSTIN - RDenitr - RNuptakeT - RINuptakeB +RINRelease
& + RNRespB + RNRespo + RoifflN

******Balance for C and N in the model ******************
*
C Carbon balance
*

NetCinp = RCsedmt + RDiffC - RCOutWash - RCRespB - RCRespo
& + CNrTree * RNuptakeT - RCTCutting

*
NetCgain =DCoetritus + oBacteria + OS oOC+ ooetFdrs+ CNrTree
& * RNuptakeT - RCltFall - RCTLeach

*
Cconsv = NetCinp - NetCgain

*
C Nitrogen balance
*

NetNinp == RNSedmt - RNOutWash + RoiffN - RTCutting + RoifflN - RDenitr + Rfixation
*

NetNgain == ONdetritus + NCrBact 11 DBacteria + oSoON +oSTIN
& + NCroetFdrs * ooetFdrs + oNTree

11

Nconsv == NetNinp - NetNgain
END

c;****************************************************************
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